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This document has been created in the context of the projects “Smart Sustainable Districts” and “Smart District Data Infrastructure” funded by the Knowledge and Innovation Community on Climate Change and Mitigation (Climate-KIC) of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT). It explains key requirements and considerations that any kind of infrastructure for urban data integration (like Smart City platforms) has to deal with. Within the SSD project, the Chair of Geoinformatics at TU Munich has developed an architecture called “Smart District Data Infrastructure” (SDDI) together with the SSD project partners. The SDDI has been implemented for a number of districts of larger European cities including London, Paris, Berlin, and Utrecht.

Preface on Data Integration for Smart Districts and Smart Cities

The word “Smart” in the Smart Sustainable Districts (SSD) Programme of Climate-KIC of the European Institute for Innovation and Technology (EIT) refers to innovative and clever ways to achieve factor 4 improvements¹ in urban districts concerning the reduction of resource and energy usage, reduction of waste, reduction of emissions, improvements of well-being, mobility, and in general concerning efficiency. In most cases, such improvements can only be achieved by concerted actions touching on different thematic fields and involving different stakeholders. In order to plan and perform such actions, well informed decisions have to be made taking into account multiple information sources from different stakeholders and their data resources. Also, the monitoring and rating of specific district performances via dashboard systems and key performance indicators require the (online) combination of data resources as well as sensor systems from different sources. Hence, providing answers to the question how the diverse data from the multiple sources within a district can be made accessible, protected, brought together, and analysed for mutual benefit is key for the success of the SSD Smart District Data Infrastructure (SDDI) approach.

Many different stakeholders, many different applications

The general situation of districts is that there are a number of stakeholders – such as citizens, public administration, transportation companies, energy providers, construction firms, housing companies – who all have their data, but in isolated form. Often the data is not accessible and the structure and semantics (i.e. the meaning) are not described or standardized. In many cases, individual stakeholders already provide or use specific data and sensor platforms which serve the needs of the respective stakeholder very well, but which are not interoperable with the platforms of other stakeholders. Different data formats, web service interfaces, and data security strategies hinder the integration of the information for joint analysis, planning, monitoring, and the preparation of well-informed decisions. While for an individual district the data and web service interfaces can be programmed for a specific application (like a dashboard application), these interfaces are neither transferable to other districts nor to other applications within the same district. Each application has to deal separately with the very specific information system scenery of the district making the development of applications a) very expensive, and b) non-transferable or non-usable with other districts that possibly have the need for a similar solution.

Data integration requires interoperability between distributed resources

In order to plan and to perform urban transformations, many stakeholders are affected and have to work together. This requires the combination and mutual usage of information resources from different partners in the development. Since each individual urban transformation project typically involves different stakeholders, it does not make sense to try to collect all available data resources from all stakeholders in advance within a central city data repository. This is also inhibited by data privacy concerns and by

competition between several stakeholders. This means that the original data resources remain with their producers / owners. Data will only be brought together and integrated for specific applications or projects, in which the participating stakeholders have explicitly agreed to this. These requirements imply that a technical framework for data integration must take into account an architecture of distributed resources and functionalities which can be queried and linked to each other on demand. However, when such agreements have been made, the technical integration should be done in a quick and easy way. This can be achieved by the usage of international standards for the modelling, description, and representation of the data resources as well as for interfacing the distributed components that give access to data, visualizations, and analysis tools. When systems can interact on the level of common interfaces and data exchange formats they have achieved what is called syntactic interoperability.

But data integration is not only about providing access and interfaces to distributed data resources. This can be seen just as the lowest technical barrier to overcome. Once datasets have been retrieved (this may include the observation data from sensors), the receiver must be able to fully understand the meaning of each data item in order to be able to make sense of the data and to use them properly in calculations and analyses. This requires that not only the data exchange formats have to be standardized, but also the meaning of the information pieces encoded in the format must be documented and the documentation being made accessible to actual and possible users. This aspect is called semantic interoperability; it ensures that different users and systems understand data in the same way. Semantic interoperability can also be achieved by using international standards for domain specific data models and/or ontologies.

**Most data resources are related to objects of the physical environment**

When looking at multiple urban transformation projects and respective smart city applications at the same time, one can see that many applications require data about the same entities. This opens up opportunities for synergies, because specific data entities may be grouped and provided in a unified way avoiding redundancy and repetitive data acquisition. In the course of the SSD project the data requirements (and offerings) of the four “deep dive districts” in London, Berlin, Utrecht, and Paris were carefully analysed. It was found that the vast majority of required and provided data was about objects of the physical environment like buildings, streets, pathways, vegetation etc. In many cases data was directly related to some characteristics of these objects (location, size, extent, volume, ground footprint) or to some parts of these objects (e.g. in the case of a building the areas of a building façade, a roof surface, or the total living space). In other cases data was just related to objects of the physical environment, for example, the heating energy demand, the assessed real estate value, as well as the CO₂ emissions of a building. If there is a virtual model of the district (or an entire city) that represents all relevant physical objects by corresponding data objects in a sufficient degree of thematic and geometric detail, many (and sometimes all) required data items for different applications can directly be derived from such a model and be used in calculations (like the derivation of urban indicator values). Furthermore, if different stakeholders relate data items or sensors to the same object in the virtual district model (VDM), these data items become directly comparable – because they are referring to
the same denominator (e.g. the same building object of the virtual district model) – and, thus, can be easily combined and jointly evaluated.

**Virtual 3D models of cities, districts, and individual buildings**

Virtual models of the physical environment have been investigated and developed in the fields of geospatial information science (GIS), computer graphics (virtual and augmented reality, VR and AR), computer games and training simulations as well as in the field of civil engineering and architecture. Virtual reality models as used in computer graphics and computer games are not suitable to support the alignment of information, because they are structured according to the efficient and realistic rendering of 3D scenes. In most cases only 3D geometry and appearance properties are represented, but no classification of objects into thematic classes like buildings, trees, roads etc. is being done.

In the field of GIS, semantic 3D city models have been developed, which are structured according to thematic and logical considerations instead. The international standard CityGML issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) defines a semantic data model for the representation of the most relevant urban objects like buildings, trees, streets, vegetation, water bodies, bridges, tunnels, city furniture etc. By defining the meaning of all object classes, their attributes, and their interrelationships CityGML achieves semantic interoperability between users, data providers, and applications. CityGML also defines an exchange format and can be queried and modified using a standardised web service interface (called Web Feature Service, WFS), which establishes syntactic interoperability. More and more cities today create and maintain 3D city models according to the CityGML standard. Among others, the following cities already have a CityGML-based 3D model: Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Hamburg, (in fact most larger German cities), Singapore, Zurich, Vienna, Geneva, Brussels, Rotterdam, New York, Paris, Lyon, Helsinki, and many more.

Semantic 3D models play also an increasing role in civil engineering and architecture. Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a method using digital models to support the planning, construction, operation, as well as retrofitting and abolishment of buildings and other man-made objects. With the so-called Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) the organization BuildingSmart International (bSI) issued an international standard for the representation of BIM models and their data exchange. A number of countries like USA, UK, Germany, Norway and others have put regulations into force that require that new buildings or infrastructure objects must be planned and constructed following the BIM method in the next years. This means, that in the near future for all newly planned and constructed buildings, very detailed semantic 3D models will become available with standardized information contents. All kind of information related to these buildings can then be related to the BIM models facilitating data integration on a semantic level.

Virtual models of the physical reality also play a key role when it comes to the estimation and assessment of the impact of planned urban transformations on costs, quality of life, environmental and energetic parameters, but also on mobility. Since many of these parameters and indicators can be estimated by simulation tools entirely based on enriched virtual district / city models, such estimations can also be performed for 3D models that have been modified according to some planned urban transformation,
representing “what-if” scenarios. For example, the impact of the retrofitting of 30% of all residential buildings in a district and the installation of photovoltaic solar panels on 25% of all suitable roofs and facades on energy production, consumption, and potential reductions of CO₂ emissions can be computed and put to relation with the costs and required materials. Also the impact of a change of traffic flows of some streets onto the energy demands, traffic noise, and air pollution, can be estimated and assessed.

**Core services, which have to be operated centrally**

While most data resources and analytical tools will be offered within a distributed network of components by the different partners, some core services and datasets will have to be managed and provided centrally by one of the stakeholders. The latter could be the municipal administration or a commercial company. They run a registry, in which all partners and interested parties can register and offer their data resources, applications, tools, sensors, etc. The registry can be queried and browsed by users like a catalogue to find appropriate offerings for their specific interests, needs, and applications. Also the virtual district / city model should be maintained and provided in a central way (e.g. by the cadaster or GIS department of a city), because it is being used and referenced by most applications and linked from other data resources.

**Open Source or commercial software is not decisive – Open Standards are**

The challenge of building up an infrastructure for urban data integration is not decided on the question whether to employ Open Source or commercial software. The key point is to require all types of software to implement and follow Open Standards. This facilitates full competition between software products no matter whether they are being manufactured and licensed by companies or created and distributed freely by some developer communities as Open Source.

There are many arguments in favour of using Open Source software: e.g. no licensing fees, unrestricted access to the source code, and often big international developer communities. Open Source implementations are also helpful to have a low entry barrier and to motivate people within the academic world as well as individual enthusiasts to develop services and contribute with data resources. However, there are also good reasons to employ commercial software. For example, certain software tools like complex simulation systems have been created based on deep special knowledge of some companies. The functionalities provided as well as the efficient way how these functionalities are implemented often are making up the competitive advantage and, hence, the economic basis for the software manufacturer. For commercial software support is guaranteed – at least for a specific maintenance time period. In many cases, commercial software is addressing more the aspects of user-friendliness and robustness (especially regarding user interfaces) and scalability than Open Source. Anyway, there exist mixed models where companies are offering user support, tailoring, branding, roll out support, and maintenance for Open Source software. As a conclusion, a data infrastructure for Smart Districts and Smart Cities should allow the usage of both commercial as well as Open Source software. The key in building up the data infrastructure is to ensure interoperability and to avoid vendor lock-ins, which is achieved by using Open Standards for data models and all relevant web services.
Open APIs do not solve the problem as long as they are not standardized

Many commercial companies offer access to the functionalities of their software systems by open application program interfaces (Open APIs). By providing openly documented APIs the companies allow users and programmers to operate, control, access, and integrate the respective software systems from / within their own applications. While the provision of Open APIs is clearly an added value making the usage of specific software systems more attractive, it does not solve the problem of data integration in Smart Districts and Smart Cities as long as the API and the employed data models and exchange formats are not standardized by a recognized standardization organisation.

The program code of an application using or embedding functionalities of a third party software system has to rely on the API and, thus, becomes dependent on it and the company who is defining it, which can cause vendor lock-ins. It is important to remember that Open APIs can be changed, modified, and being replaced by the owning company anytime and without consultation of customers and users. In fact, this happens regularly, for example, with the Open APIs of software solutions of big companies like Google and Microsoft. If one wants to build an application linking e.g. six different platforms or systems, the application developer will have to monitor and adapt to changes of six APIs, which basically requires frequent updating of that application just due to changes in the interfaces to third party systems – possibly every couple of weeks. This level of maintenance typically can only be sustained by application or solution providers who can dedicate a part of their development team to such tasks. This is hardly manageable for smaller companies and IT departments of public institutions.

Sometimes companies with Open, but proprietary APIs are pointing out that they are using standards, like JSON or XML for data encoding or REST-based web service interfaces to connect to their platforms. This, however, does not mean much. Practically all software platforms – including the ones using standardized APIs, data models, and exchange formats – are using these basic technological Web standards. Still all proprietary Open APIs of the different companies are incompatible with each other due to different protocols, different structures and meanings of the data items, and different access control and user management mechanisms.

One solution to attach proprietary systems offering Open APIs is to build translators or facades that offer standardized APIs, data models, and exchange formats on the one side, and which connect to the Open, but proprietary API of the system on the other side. Applications can then use standardized APIs to work with proprietary platforms and systems. In the Smart District Data Infrastructure (SDDI) that was developed in the Smart Sustainable District (SSD) project this approach is applied in the field of Internet of Things (IoT) for the multitude of Open APIs for sensors and their observations. Many big players like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, and IBM offer Cloud-based storage, management, and analyses of sensor data, but each of them is offering their own API. In addition, many smaller companies and initiatives in the IoT domain like Thingspeak and OpenSensors offer similar functionalities, again with their own APIs and different levels of analysis capabilities. In the SSD project, a light-weight Open Source software called “InterSensor Service” was developed and implemented, which offers the
standardized APIs defined in Open Geospatial Consortium’s “Sensor Web Enablement” (OGC SWE) to application developers and connects to many different proprietary APIs like IBM WUnderground, Thingspeak, Twitter, but also simple relational databases and even spreadsheets (making tabulated data stored in local files accessible as virtual sensor observations). Since the InterSensor Service is Open Source², further interfaces to proprietary Open APIs can be added easily (requiring typically 1-2 days of implementation).

**Open Data, private data, and data security**

Any framework for comprehensive data integration needs to be able to support both Open Data as well as restricted access to private data. Not all data resources can be made public and accessible as Open Data for many reasons including security, competition, data privacy, and business considerations. For example, smart meter readings of buildings or the operational status of some machines, transportation systems etc. have to be protected against unauthorized access. Furthermore, data which is directly related to individuals are not allowed to be made openly accessible without their consent due to data privacy regulations in most countries.

Nevertheless, there are reasons for two or more stakeholders having restricted data to cooperate and exchange such data, when they decide on creating specific applications and use cases requiring mutual access to restricted resources. One example could be the access of security forces like the fire department or police to operational data of transportation providers or energy companies in cases of emergency. Another example could be the cooperation of energy companies with mobility providers in order to build-up and operate an electrical vehicle infrastructure. Enabling data security is key to guarantee data privacy, both for individuals and entire organizations.

In order to facilitate the provision of commercial added value services, besides data security also accounting must be supported. This is required, for example, to charge clients according to their usage of some services as well as to document usage statistics on the provider side.

Data security for private data must be ensured by supporting proper web standards for encryption, access control, authorization, and accounting. A specific challenge that has to be tackled in the context of federated infrastructures like the SDDI is to provide single sign-on functionalities over the distributed resources operated and provided by the different stakeholders and providers of the SDDI. Multiple identity providers (IDPs) must be allowed and usable. Some resources may require that a user just has an account with some social network like Facebook, LinkedIn or Google. Other resources shall only accept requests from people and services being authenticated by some company or organization. In order to facilitate all of the above aspects, the SDDI realizes a so-called Access Management Federation (AMF) with user Single-Sign-On support based on the following well-known and widely used international IT standards: IETF RFC standards HTTPS and OAuth2, OASIS standards XACML (and the OGC standard GeoXACML) and SAML2.

² [https://www.intersensorservice.org](https://www.intersensorservice.org)
Recent developments like the Blockchain technology can help in the future in managing and securing data transactions. The digital models of the environment (virtual 3D city models, BIM datasets) could be operated following the idea of distributed ledgers, where distributed copies of the same digital world representation are spread to multiple stakeholders, and using Blockchain technology to keep track of changes and to facilitate data synchronisation.

Last, but not least: Business opportunities

The Smart City market is growing and is very attractive for technical innovations and innovative businesses. The crucial point here is, although even the districts in a city are diverse and reveal different characteristics and challenges, many data integration aspects are common to different districts, cities and countries. In general, the building blocks of a Smart District Data Infrastructure remain the same, while the choice of specific software products and their composition to perform specific tasks will be locally dependent. In order to have a replicable and scalable solution, employing open and well developed standards, which are already used and tested in many places and use cases, is of high importance. Due to the fact that software tools are not just using the same application program interfaces (APIs), but they are also referring to the same object definitions using standards like CityGML, IFC, OGC Sensor Web Enablement (semantic interoperability, see above), such tools become directly applicable within and, hence, transferable to other districts and cities. This makes it beneficial for software developers to follow the standards, because there is a huge number of possible customers. Developers of applications like e.g. a city dashboard can sell their software in principle to all other districts and cities which are running the SDDI. Developers of simulation tools like energy demand estimation, solar potential analyses, traffic simulation, air pollution and noise dispersion, flood risk assessments, and asset management applications can link their tools to such infrastructure reducing the local costs for the individual district / city for the adoption of these tools.

In the context of SDDI we see markets for data, applications, analytical tools, sensor services, solution providers, integrators, consulting, education and training. Hence, there are business opportunities for data creators, providers, brokers, and refiners; developers and manufacturers of applications and tools. This includes start-ups, medium sized companies as well as big players. The many relationships between the businesses, including even small ones, will foster and ensure the stability of that framework. Stakeholders from public administration, private companies, and agencies coming from different areas like urban planning, mobility, security and disaster management, architecture, civil engineering, project developers are on the one side customers and on the other side can also become a supplier, if they create solutions for specific tasks using the SDDI framework, which they can in turn then offer to other districts and cities that also employ the SDDI. Citizens can also be users of and contributors to the SDDI. For example, citizen science initiatives could participate in providing access to crowd sourced data or sensors and at the same time exploiting resources provided by other stakeholders. Besides free usage of Open Data there is also the possibility to establish data cooperatives, giving mutual access to their resources. Such cooperatives could request regular fees or usage fees for their resources from their members.
Often there is the situation that stakeholders are not sure whether to follow certain standards. Data providers are hesitant, because of a lack of a broad implementation base of some data standards in software systems. Software manufacturers and developers are hesitant to implement the standards, because of a lack of datasets that are represented according to the standards. This chicken-and-egg problem can impede business and the growth of a market. In our developed framework of the Smart District Data Infrastructure the situation is different. The usage of Open Standards from the field of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) already gives access to a wide range of existing data resources, operated by municipalities and organizations like mapping agencies and environmental institutions on the state and national level. Also global remote sensing and earth observation data from commercial providers and public agencies like NASA and ESA are immediately usable, because they offer access to their services and products using the same Open Standards. Also resource catalogs exist on regional, national, and European level which can directly be linked with the catalog service for a city or city district. Using the Open Standards from the field of SDIs also means that there already exist numerous commercial and Open Source implementations of the employed Web Services for distributed access to raster based data (maps, aerial and satellite images, weather data), geospatial objects (like 3D city models, cadastre and topography objects; in principle, arbitrary object structured datasets), catalog services, sensor services (air quality sensors, flood water level gauges, traffic density sensors in the streets etc.) and many more. The groups and companies who are providing these software tools are candidates to directly participate and compete in the market and enter the business field of Smart Cities.

**Conclusions on Data Integration**

One cannot have a sustainable and smart district without proper handling of data integration. The term “Data Integration” does not only cover the challenges related to data, but also the modelling, structuring, managing and storage of the data, retrieving, translating, processing of the information, and handling and visualizing of the results.

In spite of the many existing technological solutions in the Smart City market, none of them is capable of dealing with all of the named problems so far. There is no doubt that Data Integration plays a leading role in resolving the problems. This is also being confirmed by many other organizations and communities who are working in the Smart City context such as TM Forum with their ‘City as a Platform’ Manifesto.

In the flagship project “Smart Sustainable District (SSD)” funded by EIT Climate-KIC, the “Data Integration” topic has been tackled within an individual working group. As the outcome of more than four years of the SSD Data Integration working group activities, the concept called “Smart District Data Infrastructure (SDDI)” has been developed. SDDI explicitly addresses Data Integration challenges in the light of distributed, heterogeneous multiple platforms. SDDI provides solutions to achieve both syntactic and semantic interoperability over the many distributed data resources from multiple stakeholders, tools, and applications on the basis of a range of mature international standards and already existing datasets.
The SDDI defines a structure which distinguishes between the different kinds of actors / stakeholders, the set of all applications, Sensors and IoT, virtual models of the physical environment, an urban analytical toolkit, and a central registry and catalog. All services, applications, analytical tools, sensors, and the catalog are implemented as distributed web services which are operated by different actors. The employed data models, exchange formats as well as the web service specifications are using Open Standards issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium, ISO, W3C, IEC, IETF, and OASIS (as described already above). The following picture illustrates the SDDI:

Starting from 2020 the SDDI concept is being employed within a number cities and rural areas in the state of Bavaria, Germany, in the context of the activities of the Bavarian Center for Digitization (ZD.B) within the platform “Smart Cities and Regions”. A guideline on how to introduce SDDI in a city or region will be published by the end of 2020. Furthermore, many software components including the catalog system will be made available as Open Source software in the form of Docker containers that can immediately be deployed and operated in Cloud Computing environments. Further information: https://zentrum-digitalisierung.bayern/smart-regions/ (in German only)

More information about the SDDI can be found on these web pages (in English):
http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/fcp1
Further readings:

Applicaton of the SDDI methodology for digital agriculture: